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Abstract. An algorithm is presented that solves the Minimum Dominating Set problem
exactly using polynomial space based on dynamic programming for a tree decomposition.
A direct application of dynamic programming based on a tree decomposition would result
in an exponential space algorithm, but we use zeta transforms to obtain a polynomial space
algorithm in exchange for a moderate increase of the time. This framework was pioneered
by Lokshtanov and Nederlof 2010 and adapted to a dynamic setting by Fu¨rer and Yu
2017. Our space-efficient algorithm is a parametrized algorithm based on tree-depth and
treewidth. The naive algorithm for Minimum Dominating Set runs in O∗(2n) time. Most
of the previous works have focused on time complexity. But space optimization is a crucial
aspect of algorithm design, since in several scenarios space is a more valuable resource
than time.
Our parametrized algorithm runs in O∗(3d), and its space complexity is O(nk), where d
is the depth and k is the width of the given tree decomposition. We observe that Reed’s
1992 algorithm constructing a tree decomposition of a graph uses only polynomial space.
So, even if the tree decomposition is not given, we still obtain an efficient polynomial space
algorithm. There are some other algorithms which use polynomial space for this problem,
but they are not efficient for graphs with small tree depth.
1 Introduction
Improving the running time of exponential time algorithms for finding exact solutions
of NP-complete problems like Minimum Dominating Set (MDS) have been studied for
almost half a century. It seems that in the beginning they were emphasizing the running
time but gradually some research started working on space optimization as well. In 1977,
Tarjan and Trajonowsky [19] improved the running time of Maximum Independent Set
from O(2n) to O(2n3 ) using polynomial space. The Independent Set problem is strongly
connected to Dominating Set since an independent set is also a minimal dominating set
if and only if it is a maximal independent set. But we should mention that a dominating
set is not necessarily an independent set. So we look for the results on the Maximum
Independent Set problem as well, since it gives some ideas about the dominating set
problem. Then in 1986, Jian improved Tarjan’s algorithm and gave a better running
time (O(20.304n)) again using polynomial space [14]. There is a trade-off between run-
ning time and space complexity. In the mentioned paper Jian states that there is a faster
algorithm by Berman (O(20.289)) but this time using exponential space (based on a pri-
vate discussion between Jian and Berman).
Going back to the dominating set problem, in 2005, Grandoni [13] gave an algorithm
which runs in O(1.9053n) using polynomial space. Before this paper, the best algorithm
⋆ Research supported in part by NSF Grant CCF-1320814.
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for the dominating set problem was the trivial one which checks all possible subsets. He
gives an algorithm with O(1.3803k) running time for the minimum set cover problem
where k is the dimension of the problem1. Since the minimum dominating set prob-
lem can be converted to a minimum set cover problem by setting k = 2n, the running
time of this algorithm for MDS is O(1.38032n) = O(1.9053n). Grandoni [13] gives an
algorithm with better running time O(1.8021n) for MDS. It is also based on converting
the dominating set problem to a vertex cover problem but this time using exponential
space. For MSC, the later algorithm runs in O(1.3424k) and again by setting k = 2n we
have the algorithm for MDS with O(1.34242n) = O(1.8021n) time complexity. Grandoni
uses a simple recursive algorithm for MSC and MDS. He uses dynamic programming
which saves the answers for the partial problems. We present a framework to convert
a dynamic programming algorithm to an algorithm which uses only polynomial space.
Our algorithm do not save the results of the smaller problems and it computes them
again whenever they are needed.
In 2005, Fomin, Grandoni and Kratsch [11] introduced an approach named “measure and
conquer” based on the “branch and reduce” approach given by Davis and Putnam [9] in
1960. In the branch and reduce approach, there are some reduction rules which simplify
the problem. Also, there are some branching approaches which are used when we cannot
reduce the problem and we have to run it on some other branches. Measure and con-
quer is mostly used to measure sub-problems more accurately and giving tighter bounds.
They chose Grandoni’s algorithm mentioned above (with running time O∗(20.85n)) and
by choosing a better measuring method for sub-problems, they showed that actually
its time complexity is O∗(20.598n) using exponential space, and also O∗(20.610) using
polynomial space. This shows that in some cases, exponential recursive algorithms are
not measured very well and by measuring them accurately we may gain better running
time for the same algorithm. They gave a lower bound for the time complexity of this
algorithm (not this problem) which is Ω(20.333n).
Later, in 2008, Van Rooji and Bodlaender [20] gave two faster algorithms for the dom-
inating set problem using polynomial space. The running time of these algorithms
are O(1.5134n) and O(1.5063n) both using polynomial space. Like previous work by
Grandoni [13], they took advantage of the minimum vertex cover problem and formu-
lated MDS as a minimum vertex cover problem. In this paper, they modified the measure
and conquer method in a way that it not only a way of analyzes the running time more
precisely but also modifies the algorithm by itself. For this purpose, they added a group
of rules to the previous rules which tell when the algorithm should be improved.
In 2010, Lokshtanov and Nederlof [15] gave a framework turning a dynamic program-
ming algorithm for several problems using exponential space to one which uses only
polynomial space. They used DFT2 and Zeta transform to simplify the complicated con-
volution operation and convert it to pointwise multiplication which simpler. They gave
conditions for turning the dynamic programming algorithms into algorithms with almost
the same time complexity using much less space.
Then, in 2017 Fu¨rer and Hu [12] combined this idea [15] with tree decompositions. They
took Perfect Matching as a case study. Unlike [15], they handled dynamic underlying
set. They introduced the zeta transforms for dynamic underlying sets. We take a similar
approach to MDS.
1 In the set cover problem, the dimension is |S| + |U | where U is the universe and S is a collection of
subsets of U . The goal is to find a minimum-size subset S′ ⊆ S that covers all elements in U .
2 Discrete Fourier transform
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1.1 Previous works
We reviewed some of previous works on MDS in the previous section. Here we gather
them in a table and compare their running time and space complexity.
Author(s) Year Time Complexity Space Complexity Comments
O(2n) polynomial
Tarjan, and Trajonowsky [19] 1977 O(2 23 ) polynomial MIS
Grandoni [13] 2005 O(1.9053n) ≃ O(20.9301n) polynomial
Grandoni [13] 2005 O(1.8021n) ≃ O(20.8497n) exponential
Fomin et. al. [11] 2005 O(20.610n) polynomial
Van Rooji, and Bodlaender [20] 2008 O(1.5134n) ≃ O(20.5978n) polynomial
Van Rooji, and Bodlaender [20] 2008 O(1.5063n) ≃ O(20.5911n) polynomial
2 Notations
In this section we recall the problem and mention notations we use later. Some of the def-
initions in this section are based on the notation used in the “Parametrized Algorithms”
[8] book.
Definition 1. Closed Neighbourhood of a Subset of Vertices Let X be a subset
of vertices of a given graph G = (V,E). Then the closed neighbourhood of X is defined
as below:
N [X] = ∪v∈XN [v],
where N [v] is the closed neighbourhood of v.
Definition 2. Dominating Set: A subset of vertices D is a dominating set of a given
graph G = (V,E) if N [D] = V .
2.1 Tree Decomposition
For a given graph G = (V,E), a tree decomposition of G is a tree T = (VT , ET ) such
that each node x in VT is associated with a set Bx (called the bag of x) of vertices in G,
and T has the following properties:
– The union of all bags is equal to V . In other words, for each v ∈ V , there exists at
least one x ∈ VT containing v.
– For every edge {u, v} ∈ E, there exists a node x such that u, v ∈ Bx.
– For any nodes x, y ∈ VT , and any node z ∈ VT belonging to the path connecting x
and y in T , Bx ∩By ⊆ Bz.
The width of a tree decomposition is the size of its largest bag minus one. The treewidth
of a graph G is the minimum width over all tree decompositions of G called tw(G). We
use the letter k for the treewidth of the graph we are working on. In 1987, Arnborg
et al. showed that constructing a tree decomposition with the minimum treewidth is
an NP-hard problem [3]. In our case we don’t need the optimal tree decomposition, as
a near optimal tree decomposition also works. A linear time algorithm for finding the
minimum treewidth of a given graph with a bounded (by a constant) treewidth is given
in [5]. Bodlaender et al. [6] gave an O(log n)−approximation algorithm. The improved
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O(log k)−approximation algorithm can be found in [1,2,7]. The result has been further
improved to O(√log k) in [10]. It is well known that every tree decomposition can be
modified in polynomial time into a nice tree decomposition with the same width and
size O(n).
We use the notion of a modified nice tree decomposition which is defined in [12] with a
small modification. Instead of introducing all edges in one node, we introduce them one
by one. This helps us understand the procedure better. We also require leaf nodes to
have empty bags.
We use T (G) or simply T to denote a nice tree decomposition of a graph G.
For a nodex in T , let Tx be the subtree rooted at x.
We define τx = (Vx, Ex) to be the graph with Vx being the union of all bags in Tx and
Ex being the set of all edges introduced in Tx. With the traditional method of using the
subgraphs induced by the already introduced vertices, i.e., by automatically including
all edges, we would obtain an O∗(kdn) running time which is not desired.
We take advantage of solving partial problems with different sizes and then solve the
main problem according to partial ones. Inspite of previous works like [12], here for
solving partial problems, we don’t have only two sets. We maintain a partition of Bx
into three sets:
– “Dominating (Completed) set”: In each partial problem, this set is the set of
vertices which are in the dominating set. We denote this set by C (Completed).
– “Dominated set”: In each partial problem, this set is the set of vertices which
are not contained in the dominating set C, and are dominated by vertices in C. We
denote this set by D (Dominated).
– “Waiting set”: In each partial problem, this set is the set of vertices which are not
contained in the dominating set C, and are not dominated by it (neither dominating
nor dominated “yet”). We denote this set by W (Waiting to be dominated).
For each x ∈ T (with the bag Bx), we define a function f : Bx → {1,−1, 0}. This
functions tells for each vertex in Bx, in which of the sets C,D, or W it is. If v ∈ Bx,
then:
– If f(v) = 1, it means that v ∈ C.
– If f(v) = −1, it means that v ∈ D.
– If f(v) = 0, it means that v ∈W .
We follow a down-to-top approach. It means we start from the leaves and in each step,
first we solve the problem for the child(ren) and then we use this computation for the
parent node.
The underlying reason why we have the third option (set W ) is that maybe some of the
vertices of a bag which are in W would be dominated in upper nodes (in down-to-top
approach). For a function f over Bx, let’s define c[x, f ] to be minimum size of set C ⊆ Vx
such that:
– D ∩Bx = f−1(1).
– All vertices of Bx \ f−1(0), should be either in C or adjacent to one in C. It means,
all vertices which don’t have f(v) = 0, are dominated by some vertex or dominating
some vertex (or vertices).
If there is no minimum set C associated with x, then we assign c[x, f ] = +∞. Our
goal is to compute c[r, ∅], where r is the root of our tree decomposition T . We start from
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the leaves and handle each node by handle its child (or children) first. Before introducing
recursive formulas for each kind of nodes in T , let’s define a specific version of f : Suppose
X ⊆ V (G), and f : X → {1,−1, 0}, we define fv→pX ∪ {v} → {1,−1, 0} in this way:
fv→p(x) =
{
f(x), if x 6= v
p if x = v
(1)
Also, we use the restriction of f to some subset like Y ⊆ X as follows: For a function
f over X, we denote the restriction of f to Y by f |Y .
Definition 3. For a universe V and a ring R, the set R[2V ] is the set of all function
f : 2V →R.
Now we review the definition of the Zeta and Mo¨bius Transforms.
Zeta Transform: The zeta transform of a function f ∈ R[2V ] is defined by:
ζf [Y ] =
∑
X⊆Y
f [X]. (2)
Mo¨bius Transform/Inversion : The Mo¨bius transform of a function f ∈ R[2V ] is
defined to be:
µf [Y ] =
∑
X⊆Y
(−1)Y \Xf [X]. (3)
We will see later that in the recursion formula for join nodes we need the union
product [4].
Definition 4. Given f, g ∈ R[2V ] and X ∈ 2V , the Union Product of f and g which is
shown by (f ∗u g) is defined as:
(f ∗u g)[X] =
∑
X1∪X2=X
f(X1)g(X2). (4)
3 Saving Space Using Zeta and Mo¨bius Transforms
In 2010, Lokshtanov and Nederlof [15] used the zeta and Mo¨bius transforms to save
space on some problems like the unweighted Steiner Tree problem. Then in 2017, Fu¨rer
and Yu [12] also used this approach in a dynamic setting, based on tree decompositions
for the Perfect Matching problem.
Before going into the depth, let’s review a few theorems.
Theorem 1. ([17,18]) The Mo¨bius transform is the inverse transform of the zeta trans-
form, i.e. given f ∈ R[2V ] and X ∈ 2V , µ(ζf)[X] = ζ(µf)[X] = f [X].
Theorem 2. ([4]) Applying the zeta transform on a union product operation, will result
in a simple point-wise multiplication of zeta transform outputs, i.e. given f, g ∈ R[2V ]
and X ∈ 2V ,
ζ(f ∗u g)[X] = (ζf)⊙ (ζg)[X], (5)
where the operation ⊙ is the point-wise multiplication.
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All of the previous works which used either DFT or zeta transform (such as [12], and
[15]), have one common central property that the recursive formula in join nodes, can
be expressed as a formula using a union product operation. The union product and the
subset convolution are complicated operations in comparison to point-wise multiplication
or point-wise addition. That is why taking the zeta transform of a formula having union
products makes computations easier. As noted earlier in Theorem 2, taking the zeta
transform of such a term, will result in a term having point-wise multiplication which
are much easier to handle than the union product. After doing a computation over the
zeta transformed values, we can apply the Mo¨bius transform on the outcome to get the
main result (based on Theorem 1). In other words, the direct computation has a mirror
image using the zeta transforms of the intermediate values instead of the original ones.
While the direct computation keeps track of exponentially many intermediate values,
the computation over the zeta transformed values partitions into exponentially many
branches and they can be executed one after another. We show later that this approach
only moderately affects the exponential factor in the time complexity, while improving
the space complexity using only polynomial space instead of exponential space.
3.1 Counting the dominating sets of all sizes
For each node (of any kind) we introduce a polynomial to compute the number of the
dominating sets of all sizes as follows:
PCx [D] =
∑
j
aCx,j[D] y
j , (6)
where aCx,j[D] is the number of the dominating sets C
∗ of size j in τx with C
∗ ∩Bx = C,
and where D is the set of all dominated vertices (excluding vertices in C) in Bx. We
apply the zeta transform on the coefficients of this polynomial.
Now, we show how to compute aCx,j[D].
– Leaf node. Assume x is a leaf node, then Bx = ∅. So, a∅x,j[∅] = 0 for all j 6= 0
since we do not have j vertices in the bag and a∅x,0[∅] = 1 since there is an empty
dominating set of size 0 . This implies that:
(ζa∅x,j)[∅] =
{
0 if j 6= 0,
1 if j = 0.
(7)
– Introduce vertex node. Assume x is an introduce vertex node and let x′ be the
child of x such that ∃v ∈ Bx, v /∈ Bx′ : Bx = Bx′ ∪ {v}. Then, if v /∈ D, dominating
sets of any size would be the same for both subtrees (τx and τx′). Otherwise (v ∈ D),
there would be no dominating set through τx to dominate D since v is isolated
through τx which means a
C
x,j[D] = 0.
aCx,j[D] =
{
a
C\{v}
x′,j [D] if v /∈ D,
0 if v ∈ D. (8)
Now by applying the zeta transform on the equation above, if v ∈ D, then (ζaCx,j)[D] =
0 and otherwise:
(ζaCx,j)[D] =
∑
Y⊆D
aCx,j[Y ] =
∑
Y⊆D
a
C\{v}
x′,j [Y ] = (ζa
C\{v}
x′,j )[D]. (9)
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– Forget node. Assume x is a forget node and let x′ be the child of x such that
∃v ∈ Bx′ : Bx = Bx′ \ {v}. Then, v should be either in D or C, so:
aCx,j[D] = a
C
x′,j[D ∪ {v}] + aC∪{v}x′,j [D]. (10)
Now, by applying zeta transform we have:
(ζaCx,j)[D] =
∑
Y⊆D
aCx,j[Y ] =
∑
Y⊆D
(aCx′,j[Y ∪ {v}] + aC∪{v}x′,j [Y ]) =
((ζaCx′,j)[D ∪ {v}]− (ζaCx′,j)[D]) + ((ζaC∪{v}x′,j )[D]).
(11)
– Join node. Assume that x is a join node and let x′ and x′′ be the children of x and
also we know that Bx = Bx′ = Bx′′ .
Then, if a vertex v ∈ Bx is in dominating set (C), then it should be in dominating
set in Bx′ and Bx′′ as well and vice versa (C = C
′ = C ′′, where C ′ and C ′′ are
the dominating sets through τx′ and τx′ respectively intersecting Bx′ and Bx′′). By
the way, if a vertex is dominated through τx′ or τx′′ (or both), then it is dominated
through τx. So, D = D
′ ∪D′′, where D′ (and D′′) is the dominated set through τx′
(and τx′) intersecting Bx′ (and Bx′′).
In order to compute aCx,j based on pre-computed a
C′
x′,k and a
C′′
x′′,l values, we have the
recursion below:
aCx,j[D] =
∑
j′>1, j′′>1
j′+j′′=j+|C|
∑
D′∪D′′=D
aCx′,j′ [D
′] · aCx′′,j′′ [D′′] =
∑
j′>1, j′′>1
j′+j′′=j+|C|
(aCx′,j′ ∗u aCx′′,j′′)[D].
(12)
By applying zeta transform, we will have the equation below:
ζ(aCx,j)[D] =
∑
j′>1, j′′>1
j′+j′′=j+|C|
(ζaCx′,j′)[D] · (ζaCx′′,j′′)[D] (13)
– Introduce edge node. Assume that x is an introduce edge node introducing edge
{u, v}.
Definition 5. An auxiliary leaf node x, is a leaf node which has some vertices in its
bag(at least 2) and is used to introduce an edge (regularly leaf nodes have empty bag).
It has only one introduced edge through Bx. We use auxiliary leaf nodes to introduce
an edge. This helps us to handle introduce edge nodes.
We convert the introduce edge node to a join node such that x has two children l
and x′ where Bx = Bl = Bx′ but edges are different. In auxiliary leaf node l, we will
have only {u, v} edge introduced and other vertices are isolated through τl which has
only one node (l itself). On the other hand, all other edges are present in x′ except
{u, v}. We saw how to handle join nodes, so we can handle introduce edge nodes as
well. Remember, this branching does not affect our running time since branching is
not balanced and in such a branch we have only one auxiliary leaf node which can
be done very easily and has no children. Now, let’s see how to handle auxiliary leaf
node.
– Auxiliary leaf node. Assume x is an auxiliary leaf node with only {u, v} edge,
then we have four cases. In all cases, aCx,j[D] = 0 if j 6= |C|, so we do not consider
this condition and assume that j = |C| in all cases:
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• If D = ∅, then,
aCx,j[∅] = 1 (14)
Any given set C, dominates an empty set D. As a reminder, if j 6= |C|, aCx,j[D] is
zero and we do not repeat this case from so on and only consider the cases where
j = |C|.
• IfD = {u, v}, then aCx,j[D] = 0 since dominating u forces v to be in the dominating
set and on the other hand, dominating v forces u to be in the dominating set. So
it means that D = {u, v} ⊆ C but we know that D and C are disjoint sets so it
is impossible. Therefore, there is no dominating set C to dominate D.
• If D is either {u} or {v}, then,
aCx,j[D] =
{
1 if {u, v} \D ⊆ C,
0 otherwise.
(15)
Without loss of generality, assume that D = {u}, then C can be any subset of Bx
including v (the only way to dominate u) and excluding u (D and C are disjoint
sets).
• And finally if D \ {u, v} 6= ∅, then we cannot dominate elements of D \ {u, v}
because they are isolated and they themselves cannot be in C (remember we
assumed C and D are distinctand if they are not distinct, then there no let
aCx,j[D] to be zero). So, a
C
x,j[D] = 0.
Now, let us compute the zeta transform of the above cases:
• In case 1:
(ζaCx,j)[D] = (ζa
C
x,j)[∅] = aCx,j[∅] = 1 (16)
• In case 2:
(ζaCx,j)[D] = a
C
x,j[D] + a
C
x,j[{u}] + aCx,j[{v}] + aCx,j[∅]
=


0 + 1 + 0 + 1 = 2 if C = {v},
0 + 0 + 1 + 1 = 2 if C = {u},
0 + 0 + 0 + 1 = 1 otherwise.
(17)
• In case 3:
(ζaCx,j)[D] = a
C
x,j[D] + a
C
x,j[∅]
=
{
1 + 1 = 2 if {u, v} \D ⊆ C,
0 + 1 = 1 otherwise.
(18)
• In case 4:
(ζaCx,j)[D] = (
∑
Y⊆D:Y \{u,v}6=∅
aCx,j[Y ]) + (ζa
C
x,j)[D ∩ {u, v}] = (ζaCx,j)[D ∩ {u, v}].
(19)
which is one of the above cases.
By looking at Eq. 13, we see that we have n−fold branching in join nodes which is not
desired. When computing an aCx,j[D] for a fixed C and D, we always want to compute the
whole vector for all j and store it. So for all fixed C and D, we store an array Res[1...n]
of size n, where Res[j] = aCx,j[D]. Now, even though we have n branches but we do not
need to recompute them each time. Instead, we can compute them once and store them
in array of size n which is linear. We have only one copy of this array because we handle
any fixed C and D one after another.
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3.2 Finding The Minimum Dominating Set
In this section we are going to find the minimum dominating set for a given graph
G = (V,E).
As mentioned before, assume we have a modified nice tree decomposition T with the
root r where Br = ∅. Our goal is to compute
n
argmin
j=0
{a∅r,j [∅] > 0},
where n = |V (G)|.
We start from j = 0 and increment j while a∅r,j[∅] = 0.
Algorithm 1: Minimum dominating sets of all sizes on a modified nice tree de-
composition
Input : a modified nice tree decomposition τ with root r of a graph G = (V,E).
Output: Size of a minimum dominating set of G.//(ζa)(x,D,C, j) represents (ζaCx,j)[D].
//D is a subset of Bx \ C and 0 ≤ j ≤ n, where n = |V (G)|;
j ← 0;
initialize Res[1...n] to be a zero vector.
//f(x,D, C,Res, j) is computed by Algorithm 2.
while f(r, ∅, ∅, Res, j) = 0 do
j ← j + 1;
end
return j;
Theorem 3. The Algorithm 1, outputs the size of the minimum dominating set cor-
rectly.
Proof. First of all, Algorithm 1 starts from j = 0 and checks if there a minimum domi-
nating set to dominate everything in the tree by increasing j by 1 step by step. In the
while loop, it calls Algorithm 2, to compute f(x,D,C, j), where it is an alias (ζCx,j)[D].
The while loops will end as soon as the Algorithm 1 finds the first j to make f(x,D,C, j)
non-zero. So as we explained before, f(x,D,C, j) (or (ζCx,j)[D]), it is a function to com-
pute the number of possible dominating sets of size j in the sub-tree rooted at x. Here
x = r and the sub-tree is our original tree. So if j > 0, then it means we have a domi-
nating set for the whole tree of size j and the Algorithm 1 will return it.
Now, let’s see how Algorithm 2 computes f(x,D,C, j).
This algorithm gets a subtree rooted at x, a set D ⊆ Bx
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subset C to be the intersection of the whole dominating set in τx (which dominated D)
named C∗ with the bag of x.
Algorithm 2: Computing f(x,D,C, j) (which actually is (ζaCx,j)[D]).
Input : a sub-tree of a modified nice tree decomposition τx rooted at x, a set
C ⊆ Bx to be the intersection of dominating set of D through τx with
Bx, the vector of all a
C
x,j[D] for any fixed C and D, and size of the
dominating set C to dominate D through τx.
Output: f(x,D,C,Res, j). //f(x,D,C,Res, j) represents (ζaCx,j)[D].
If j 6= |C|
Res[j]← 0;
return 0;
If x is a leaf node
return 1;
If x is an introduce vertex node //introducing vertex v
If v ∈ D: return 0;
set Res[1...n] = [0...0];
return f(x′,D,C \ {v}, Res, j) //x′ is the child of x;
If x is a forget node //forgetting vertex v
return f(x′,D ∪ {v}, C, j) − f(x′,D,C,Res, j) + f(x′,D,C ∪ {v}, Res, j) //x′
is the child of x.;
If x is a join node
return
∑
j′,j′′>1
j′+j′′=j−|C|
f(x′,D,C, j′)f(x′′,D,C, j′′) //x′ and x′′ are the children of
x.;
If x is an auxiliary leaf node //having {u, v} as its only edge
If D = ∅:
If j = |C|:
return 1;
return 0;
If D = {u, v}:
return 0;
If D = {u} or D = {v}:
If j = |C| and {u, v} \D = C:
return 2;
If j = |C| and {u, v} \D 6= C:
return 1;
return 0;
return f(x,D ∩ {u, v}, C, j);
As we explained before, keeping track of the number of such C∗s of size j will lead
us a complicated convolution operation in join nodes. Therefor, we will keep track of the
zeta transform of all computation instead on the original ones. This will save space for
us. Assume the tree decomposition is given, we will make a copy of it to save (ζaCx,j)[D]
instead of aCx,j[D]. The procedure of computing zeta transforms f(x,D,C, j), is excatly
as shown in previous section.
In this step, the algorithm checks the type of x. Here we explain the cases:
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– x is a leaf node: Then the only possible D is an empty set and C∗ = ∅ will dominate
it. So there is one way to dominate it and f(x,D,C, j) = 1.
– x is an introduce vertex node: Suppose x′ is the only child of x and Bx = Bx′∪{v}.
As we showed previously (ζaCx,j)[D] = (ζa
C\{v}
x′,j )[D] if v /∈ D. Otherwise it would be
zero.
– x is a forget node: Suppose x′ is the only child of x and Bx ∪ {v} = Bx′ . As shown
before, ((ζaCx′,j)[D ∪ {v}] − (ζaCx′,j)[D]) + ((ζaC∪{v}x′,j )[D]).
– x is a join node: Suppose x′ and x′′ are the children of x and Bx = Bx′ = Bx′′ . As
shown before, (ζaCx,j)[D] =
∑j
p=0(ζa
C
x′,p)(ζa
C
x′′,j−p−|C|)[D].
– x is a auxiliary leaf node: There are four cases (In all cases if j 6= |C|, then
aCx,j[D] = 0):
• Case 1: D = ∅ :
(ζaCx,j)[D] = 1. (20)
• Case 2: D = {u, v} :
(ζaCx,j)[D] =
{
2 if C = {v} or {u},
1 Otherwise.
(21)
• Case 3: D = {u} or {v}:
(ζaCx,j)[D] =
{
2 if {u, v} \D ⊆ C,
1 Otherwise.
(22)
• Case 4: D \ {u, v} 6= ∅ :
(ζaCx,j)[D] = (ζa
C
x,j)[D ∩ {u, v}]. (23)
Starting from leaf nodes, we compute only one strand at a time and continue the path
to the root and we showed how parents can be computed based on their child(ren).
4 Analyzing Time and Space Complexity of the Algorithm
In the previous sections, we talked about our algorithm. Now, it is the time to explain the
time and the space complexity of the algorithm given above. As we explained beforehand,
we have an exact algorithm using only polynomial space.
Theorem 4. Given a tree decomposition τ of a graph G, the Algorithm 1, outputs the
size of minimum dominating set in O(n23d) time using O(nk) space, where k is the
treewidth and d is the tree-depth.
Proof. We know that the size of any dominating set of a Graph G = (V,E) is at most
|V | = n. So, the while loop in Algorithm 1 runs at most n times (j is the size of
minimum dominating set). In each iteration, we call function f recursively. This function
is computed by Algorithm 2. So, we need to look at the running time of the Algorithm 2:
In each node of the tree decomposition, we have at most three branches and it happens at
forget nodes. On the other hand, we have O(n) forget nodes in the tree. Thus, the total
running time of Algorithm 2 is O(n3d). So finally, the total running time of Algorithm 1
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is O(n23d) = O∗(3d).
Space complexity: We do not store the intermediate values and only compute one strand
at a time, thus the space complexity is O(nk).
5 Extension
So far, we saw how to find a minimum dominating set when the tree decomposition
is given. Now, we describe how to find the size of a minimum dominating set using
polynomial space when the graph itself is given.
Remark 1. ([16]) In 1992, B. Reed gave an approximated vertex separator algorithm that
gives another algorithm determining whether a given graph G has a tree decomposition
of width at most k. Then it finds such a tree decomposition if it exists. The running
time of this algorithm is O(n log n) for any fixed k using polynomial space.
It is not mentioned that the space complexity of the algorithm is polynomial but this
algorithm saves only the results for each strand and has a polynomial space complexity.
So, even if the tree decomposition is not given, still we can use Reed’s algorithm to find
a tree decomposition with width of k. We can start from k = n and set k to k
2
(binary
search) if this algorithm says there is a tree decomposition of width k. At some point,
the answer would be no and then the algorithm will output the tree decomposition of
size k. Now, we can use the output to compute the size of minimum dominating set of
the original graph by Algorithm 1.
We also should mention that, the same framework can be applied on the Maximum
Independent Set (MIS) problem to covert a dynamic programming algorithm using ex-
ponential time to a parametrized algorithm taking tree depth as its parameter using only
polynomial space. On the other hand, if we look closer to the Maximum Independent
Set problem and write down the recursions, we see that also by applying zeta transform
we save space, but we sacrifice huge amount of time. But the good point about MIS
is that, if we solve it using recursion on tree decomposition, it has already polynomial
space complexity and we don’t need to apply zeta transform.
One good problem would be to see if this framework works on the Hamiltonian Cycle
problem. This one is much complicated because the nature of the problem is different.
In previous problems, only pairs of vertices and edges (individually) were important but
here one should look for all of possible disjoint paths.
In general, any problem of graphs (even if the problem is not on graph, (maybe) we
can convert it) which has convolution in the join nodes, can be a candidate for our
framework.
6 Conclusion
We applied the dynamic algebraization approach ([12]) to the Minimum Dominating
Set problem to give a space-efficient dynamic programming algorithm using polyno-
mial space. Our algorithm runs in time O(n23d) using O(nk) space where d and k are
depth and width of the tree decomposition respectively. Even if the tree decomposition
is not given, as mentioned in Remark 1, we can construct a tree decomposition with
sufficiently small treewidth by using polynomial space and then apply our algorithm.
Again, the space complexity is polynomial, and for some function f , the running time is
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O(f(k)n log n) = O(f(d)n log n) parametrized by the treewidth k or tree-depth d.
The essential part is to do the computation on the zeta transformed mirror image of the
tree decomposition to save space. As in [12], it is important to introduce the edges in
auxiliary leaves to avoid an exponential blow-up.
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